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Abstract 

Background and Purpose: The current study evaluated the signal characteristics of 

SWI of AVM, especially for draining veins. For this purpose, we identified the draining 

veins of the AVM on angiography and evaluated the signal on magnitude image for SWI 

(SWI-mag) and minimum-intensity projection image (SWI-minIP). 

Materials and Methods: Subjects were 14 patients with angiographically proven AVM. 

SWI-mag, SWI-minIP, and TOF-MRA were acquired. For the draining veins of the 

AVM identified on angiography, we analyzed signal intensity on the images listed above, 

and classified it into hyperintensity (hyper), mixed intensity (mixed), hypointensity 

(hypo) and no visualization. 

Results: On the analysis of 27 angiographically proven draining veins, 19 draining 

veins were classified as hyper, 3 as mixed, 0 as hypo, and 6 as no visualization on 

SWI-mag. On TOF images, 21 draining veins were classified as hyper, 2 as mixed, 0 as 

hypo, and 4 as no visualization. While 6 draining veins did not show hyperintensity on 

TOF, SWI-mag visualized 3 of these 6 veins as hyper. 

Conclusion: SWI-mag depicted most draining veins of AVM as hyperintensity. We 

speculate that this is mainly due to the higher concentration of oxy-Hb and in-flow 

effect of the draining vein. SWI-mag seems to be useful in analysis and follow up for 
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AVM as the signal on the image may reflect physiological status. 
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Introduction 

Diagnosis of cerebral arteriovenous malformation has become less invasive due to 

advances in CT and MRI technologies. These modalities provide important information 

that can be used for treatment planning such as surgical resection, interventional 

procedures, radiation, and/or their combination. In addition to providing morphological 

information about the size, shape, and location of AVM, hemodynamic information 

including recognition of inflow arteries and outflow veins and flow speed are important 

for treatment planning [1, 2]. Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is the gold 

standard for evaluating hemodynamic information. Magnetic resonance digital 

subtraction angiography (MR-DSA) is one option for evaluating hemodynamics of 

AVM. However, the spatial resolution is not sufficient for strict clinical use. Although 

CT angiography can provide good morphological and spatial information, temporal 

resolution is restricted due to radiation exposure. 

SWI, which uses a fully flow compensated, long echo, gradient echo scan to acquire 

images, can identify susceptibility differences between tissues [3-5]. On SWI sequences, 

images are constructed from magnitude images (SWI-mag), which have a high 

resolution and long TE gradient echo image with flow compensation, and phase image, 

in which a high-pass filter is applied and used for making the phase mask. A phase mask 
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processed from the phase image is applied to the magnitude image, and finally, 

minimum intensity projection is applied to emphasize low signal structures such as 

cerebral veins. 

In general, the draining vein of an AVM contains a larger amount of Oxy-Hb compared 

with a normal vein and is referred to as a “red vein” [6]. Theoretically, because draining 

veins of AVM have less susceptibility and higher flow speed, these veins are expected to 

show a high signal, such as arteries on SWI-mag. Although one report mentioned a high 

signal at the draining vein of AVM, no report has compared SWI-mag with DSA [7]. 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate signal characteristics of SWI for AVM, 

including original unprocessed magnitude images, especially for visualization of 

draining veins. For this purpose, we identified the feeding artery, nidus, and draining 

veins of AVM patients by using DSA and evaluated the signal characteristics of 

SWI-mag and SWI-minIP. We also evaluated the source image of time of flight 

magnetic resonance angiography (TOF MRA).  

 

Materials and Methods 

This retrospective study consists of consecutive patients in which MRI examination 

including SWI and DSA were performed from January 2006 to March 2011 in our 
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institute. Written informed consent for the imaging study, including DSA, was obtained 

from all patients after the nature of the procedure was fully explained. Subjects 

consisted of 14 patients with angiographically proven AVM (9 males, 5 females; mean 

age, 47.6 years; range, 19–67 years). Symptoms included hemorrhage (8 patients), 

seizure (2 patients), hemianopsia (1 patient), headache (1 patient), and 2 asymptomatic 

patients. The sizes of the AVM were less than 3 cm in 12 patients and 3 to 6 cm in 2 

patients. Spetzler-Martin grades were 1 point in 4 patients, 2 points in 5 patients, 3 

points in 4 patients, and 4 points in 1 patient. These patients were treated by 

embolization using an interventional procedure in 1 patient, a combination of 

embolization and surgical resection in 2 patients, a surgical procedure in 5 patients, and 

radiation therapy in 2 patients. Four patients were not treated and course watching was 

selected. The interval of MR imaging and DSA was within one month with the 

exception of two patients. In one of them the interval was 10 months and in the other 

the interval was 6 months. 

DSA was performed on bi-plane equipment (Digitex-2400, Shimadzu Medical System, 

Kyoto, Japan). Using the Seldinger technique from the common femoral artery, a 5 

French diameter catheter was selectively positioned in the internal carotid artery or 

vertebral artery. Then, selective angiographies were acquired using 6 ml of contrast 
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agent (Iopamiron 300, Schering AG, Germany) at a rate of 4 ml/sec. Images were 

obtained with 1024 x 1024 matrix and 2.5 frames/sec. 

MR images were acquired using a 1.5T clinical scanner (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens 

AG, Erlangen, Germany) and the protocol included the following sequences: (1) SWI 

(velocity compensated gradient echo sequence TR=49 ms, TE=40 ms, FOV=256 mm, 

imaging matrix=256 x 256, slice thickness=1.6 mm); and (2) TOF image (flash 

sequence TR= 34-36 ms, TE=7.15ms, FA=25, FOV=20cm, matrix=320x320, slice 

thickness=0.65 mm). In addition of SWI and TOF-MRA, our protocol included axial 

image of T1 weighed imaging and T2 weighed imaging, sagittal image of T1 weighed 

imaging, coronal image of T2 weighed imaging and diffusion weighted imaging. 

SWI-minIP was obtained automatically on console at MR suite to create minimum 

intensity projections over 12.8 mm. Image observations were made using a picture 

archiving and communication system viewer. SWI images including SWI-mag, 

SWI-minIP, and original images of TOF-MRA were observed. 

First, we identified the feeding arteries, nidus, and draining veins of the AVM by 

analyzing the early arterial to late venous phases of DSA images. For items identified on 

DSA, we analyzed the following points: (1) signal on SWI-mag, (2) signal on 

SWI-minIP, and (3) signal on TOF image. Signals on these images were evaluated 
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visually by the consensus of 2 neuroradiologists (TM, TT) as hyperintensity to white 

matter (hyper), mixed intensity (mixed), hypointensity to the white matter (hypo), or no 

visualization. Mixed intensity was defined as having both hyperintensity and 

hypointensity. 

In addition we analyzed patients in which the draining vein did not show hyperintensity 

on TOF images and looked at the signal of the draining vein on SWI images. 

 

Results 

Findings on DSA images showed that the location of AVM was frontal in 4 patients, 

parietal in 2 patients, occipital in 2 patients, temporal in 1 patient, in the thalamus in 1 

patient, in the lateral wall of the ventricle in 1 patient, and in the posterior fossa in 3 

patients. Twenty-one feeding arteries were identified in total, with up to 5 arteries in 1 

patient. Twenty-seven draining veins were identified in total, with up to 4 draining veins 

in 1 patient (Figures 1 to 3). 

For the analysis of feeding arteries, 17 of 21 arteries were classified as hyper (81.0%), 1 

as mixed (4.8%), 2 as hypo (9.5%), and 1 as no visualization (4.8%) on SWI-mag. On 

SWI-minIP, no arteries were classified as hyper or mixed, 13 were classified as hypo 

(61.9%), and 8 were classified as no visualization (38.1%). On TOF images, 21 feeding 
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arteries were classified as hyper (100%) and none showed hypo, mixed, or no 

visualization (Figure 4A). 

The signal of the nidus was also analyzed on SWI-mag and 5 of 14 nidus were 

classified as hyper (35.7%), 8 as mixed (57.1%), 0 as hypo (0%), and 1 as no 

visualization (7.1%). On SWI-minIP, 1 nidus was classified as hyper (7.1%), 2 as mixed 

(14.3%), 7 as hypo (50.0%), and 4 as no visualization (28.6%). On TOF images, in 

patients for which TOF images were acquired, 14 nidus were classified as hyper (100%) 

and none showed hypo or no visualization (Figure 4b). 

In the analysis of the signal of the draining vein, 19 of 27 draining veins were classified 

as hyper (70.4%), 2 as mixed (7.4%), 0 as hypo (0%), and 6 as no visualization (22.2%) 

on SWI-mag. On SWI-minIP, no draining vein was classified as hyper (0%), 0 as mixed 

(0%), 10 as hypo (37.0%), and 17 as no visualization (63.0%). On TOF images, 21 

draining veins were classified as hyper (77.8%), 2 as mixed (7.4%), 0 as hypo (0%), and 

4 as no visualization (14.8%) (Figure 4c). 

There were 6 draining veins that did not show hyperintensity on TOF images including 

2 mixed and 4 no visualization. The signal intensity of these 6 draining veins on 

SWI-mag was classified as hyper for 3 veins (50%), mixed for 1 vein (16.7%), hypo for 

0 veins (0%), and no visualization for 2 veins (33.3%). On SWI-minIP, no draining vein 
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was classified as hyper (0%), 0 as mixed (0%), 2 as hypo (33.3%), and 4 as no 

visualization (66.7%) (Figure 4d). 

 

Discussion 

AVM are congenital vascular lesions that consist of direct connections between arteries 

and veins, without an intervening capillary bed. Estimates of the prevalence of brain 

AVMs in the general population range from 0.5 to 1.8 per 100,000 population per year 

[8, 9]. The incidence of first-ever AVM hemorrhage is 0.51 per 100,000 population per 

year [10]. Treatment for AVM includes surgical resection, embolization by 

interventional procedure, radiosurgery, or a combination of these methods [11, 12]. As 

interventional procedures and stereotactic radiosurgery methods have progressed, 

treatment strategies have been altered and some controversies have arisen [13]. 

Information about the status of the draining vein, degree of shunt flow, existence of an 

aneurysm or varix, and size and location of the nidus are important for treatment 

selection. It is also important to evaluate the hemodynamics of the lesion during follow 

up of patients [14]. DSA is still the gold standard for evaluation of AVM morphology 

and hemodynamics. However, the procedure is invasive and has some risk for side 

effects; thus, non- or less-invasive methods are desirable, especially for repeated follow 
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ups. CT angiography has shown great potential [15]. Morphological information can be 

readily depicted and spatial resolution is sufficient. However, due to the problem of 

radiation exposure, the time resolution is restricted; thus, it is difficult to evaluate 

hemodynamics by CT angiography. MRA is a powerful tool for evaluating arterial 

structures of the brain. Both the feeding artery and the nidus are clearly depicted by 

TOF-MRA, and this method provides morphological information with high spatial 

resolution [16]. However, depiction of the draining vein is insufficient, and it is difficult 

to obtain hemodynamic information. Although MR-DSA allows for evaluation of 

hemodynamics by MRI, spatial resolution is not sufficient [17].  

In the current study, TOF images generally depicted feeding arteries, the nidus, and 

draining veins with high signals. SWI-mag showed high signals on feeding arteries and 

most of the draining veins. Some patients were judged as having a mixed intensity, in 

which the margin of the vessel showed a higher signal and the center of the vessel 

showed a lower signal, possibly due to a dephasing effect caused by the long TE of the 

sequence and high flow of the vein. SWI-minIP showed feeding arteries, the nidus, and 

draining veins as uniformly having a low signal, making discrimination between arterial 

and venous structures difficult. It is because of inherent for the minimal intensity 

projection. In general, the draining vein showed a higher signal by TOF than SWI-mag; 
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however, 6 veins did not show a high signal on TOF images and 3 of them were 

depicted as having a high signal on SWI-mag. For both the SWI-mag and TOF image, 

the existence of a hemorrhage was a major factor involved in the worsening 

visualization of these vessels. 

SWI is an imaging technique that maximizes the sensitivity to susceptibility effects and 

has exquisite sensitivity to the venous vasculature, blood products, and changes in iron 

content. The sequence uses a gradient echo technique with post-processing that provides 

sensitive detection of paramagnetic effects by combining magnitude information and 

filtered phase information [3-5]. The SWI-mag is the source image of SWI, which is a 

3D gradient echo sequence with a long TE, short TR, small flip angle, high resolution, 

and full velocity compensation. Thus, it is not a simple gradient echo T2* weighted 

image. Although it has a long TE, the small flip angle suppresses the signal from the 

cerebrospinal fluid and the short TR suppresses the signal from the brain parenchyma. 

The full velocity compensation prevents the signal within vessels from decreasing due 

to a dephasing effect from a long TE. Thus, the arteries show a high signal on SWI-mag. 

In contrast, TOF images consist of a sequence that emphasizes the arterial signal by the 

inflow effect by using a short TE and adjusting transverse magnetization via a ramped 

radiofrequency pulse. As a result, an arterial high signal on TOF images primarily 
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depends on the flow speed. At 1.5 T, depending on the concentration of 

deoxygenated-hemoglobin (deoxy Hb) and oxygenated-hemoglobin (oxy Hb), arterial 

blood has a T2* of about 200 msec, and venous blood (70% saturated) has a T2* of 

about 100 msec due to the susceptibility effect from deoxy Hb. On the SWI-mag, the 

high signal of the artery mainly depends on rephrasing by velocity compensation 

gradients and high concentrations of oxy-Hb within the vessels that prevent the signal 

decrease via the susceptibility effect from deoxy-Hb. In the draining vein, the 

concentration of the oxy-Hb is higher than in normal veins and the flow speed is higher 

than in normal veins [18]. Thus, the draining vein shows high signal both on TOF image 

and the SWI-mag. In particular, when the flow speed of the draining vein is higher, the 

TOF images tends to depict the vein with a higher signal; however, when the flow speed 

of the draining vein is lower, the SWI-mag seems to have merit as it depicts the vein 

with a high signal. The Advantages and disadvantages of SWI-mag, SWI-minIP and 

TOF are summarized in table1. 

SWI is useful to detect microbleeding [19]. However, on SWI-minIP, when there is 

microbleeding within the lesion, it is difficult to assess vascular anatomy, because 

microbleedings, the feeding artery, and the draining vein are described as having a low 

signal. In addition, SWI-minIP is sensitive to hemorrhagic products, so a blooming 
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effect may disturb observation of fine vessel structure. SWI-mag can be used as a 

complement to back up the resolution of the vascular anatomy without being severely 

disturbed by a strong susceptibility effect from microbleedings, as it is less sensitive to 

blooming. In addition, it brings unique information about oxygenation within the vein 

that can only be provided by this image. Theoretically, as mentioned above, the 

magnitude image can depict the draining vein better than the TOF image when the flow 

speed of the vein is slow. Although TOF can visualize a rather high-flow draining vein 

due to its pulse design, the information mainly depends on flow speed, which is 

different from that obtained on SWI-mag. In that sense, TOF images and SWI-mag 

provide very different information and can be complementary in nature. In particular, 

for patients with slow shunt flow patients such as patients after treatment by 

intravascular embolization, follow up examination by TOF is difficult and DSA may be 

necessary. Information by SWI-mag may not change the selection of treatment in the 

clinical practice, since DSA is still golden standard for evaluating morphology and 

hemodynamics of the AVMs. However, use of the SWI-mag can be useful in the follow 

up study after treatment. Although slow shunts were often visualized poorly on 

TOF-MRA, SWI-mag could demonstrate draining veins of slow-shunted AVM as 

hyperintensity. Red vein, which is visualized as high intensity on magnitude images, is 
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one of the good indicators of recurrence and progression. 

The current study has some limitations, including a small number of patients. However, 

we could evaluate 24 draining veins from 11 patients, which covered various flow 

statuses. There were two patients in which interval of MR imaging and DSA was as 

long as 10 months and 6 months. Another limitation is that we used DSA as the gold 

standard and tried to evaluate the draining vein identified by DSA. As a result, the group 

of draining veins evaluated does not contain veins that were depicted only on MRI. In 

addition, our statement on the flow effects on SWI signal intensity is still speculative. 

We could not delineate the impact of turbulent flow and pulsation artifacts of veins with 

an arterial flow pattern due to the AV-shunting. 

We selected white matter as standard for comparison of the vessel signal in the current 

study, not the normal veins. One of the reasons of the selection is the difficulty in 

comparing signal intensity of the draining veins with the normal vein, since the signal of 

normal veins on SWI are not uniform. The other reason is that it is difficult to determine 

“normal” veins in AVM cases. In addition, the major reason for this selection is that the 

difference between the signal intensity of the draining veins and the surrounding 

structure is the most useful in pointing out the draining vein in the clinical practice. 

In conclusion, magnitude images for SWI depict large number of draining veins of 
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AVM as hyperintensity, even when hyperintensity in draining veins cannot be visualized 

on TOF images. We speculate that this phenomenon is mainly due to the higher 

concentration of oxy-Hb and in-flow effect of the draining vein. Thus, the 

hyperintensity of draining veins of AVM on magnitude image of SWI may reflect the 

pathophysiology of AVM, and can be helpful in pre-treatment workup and 

post-treatment follow up, especially when the draining veins do not show hyperintensity 

on TOF image due to slow flow. 
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Table 1 

The advantages and disadvantages of SWI-mag, SWI-minIP and TOF 

 

      Advantages 

SWI-mag   •Draining veins are visualized as hyperintensity. 

SWI-minIP  •Dilated veins are well depicted. 

• A small amount of hemosiderin is emphasized. 

TOF     •The feeding arteries, nidus, draining veins are depicted in detail.  

 

         Disadvantages 

SWI-mag   •Discrimination of feeding arteries and draining veins are sometimes 

confusing. 

SWI-minIP  •Feeding arteries are not visualized clearly. 

           •A large hemorrhage shows severe blooming. 

           •Feeding arteries and draining veins are not discriminated. 

TOF      • Discrimination of feeding arteries and draining veins are sometimes 

confusing. 
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Figure 1 

A 41-year-old female patient with hemorrhagic AVM of the left thalamus. 

A, lateral view of the left vertebral angiography shows nidus and thick draining vein 

(arrow). B, TOF images show high signal intensity in the draining vein (arrow). C, the 

draining vein is not clearly demonstrated on SWI (arrow). D, magnitude images present 

high signal intensity in the draining vein (arrow). 

 

Figure 2 

A 39-year-old male with AVM in the right frontal AVM. 

Initial symptom was convulsion. A, Right carotid angiography: Nidus in the frontal lobe 

and several draining veins are visualized. Right thalamostriate vein (arrow) is one of the 

draining veins. B, On the TOF image, there is no visualization of the right 

thalamostriate vein. C, T2 weighted images show low signal flow void image of the 

right thalamostriate vein. D, SWI-mag shows hyperintensity at the right thalamostriate 

vein. 

 

Figure 3 

A 53-year-old male patient with AVM in the left occipital lobe.  
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A, Venous phase of the left carotid angiography shows slow-flow AVM with 2 thick and 

serpentine draining veins. B, TOF images show high intensity in the superficial cerebral 

vein. C, Magnitude image shows mixed intensity. D, SWI shows hypointensity. 

 

Figure 4 

A, Visualization of the feeders on SWI and TOF images.  

All feeding arteries showed hyperintensity on TOF images due to high flow speed. On 

SWI mag, 17 of 21 feeding arteries (81%) showed hyperintensity. The hyperintensity of 

the feeding artery on SWI-mag may be due to high flow and high oxygen concentration 

of the arteries. 

B, Visualization of the nidus on SWI and TOF images. 

The nidus also showed hyperintensity on TOF images in all patients. In contrast, a small 

number of nidus showed hyperintensity on SWI-mag and SWI-minIP. These were due 

to signal decreases due to bleeding within the nidus in most patients. 

C, Visualization of the draining veins on SWI and TOF images. 

 In contrast to the feeding artery and nidus, 6 of 27 draining veins (22.2%) did not 

showed hyperintensity on TOF images. On SWI-mag, 19 draining veins were classified 

as hyper (70.4%). 
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D, Signal intensity on SWI images of the draining veins which did not show 

hyperintensity on TOF image. 

Among these 6 draining veins that did not showed hyperintensity on TOF in Figure 4C, 

SWI-mag showed hyperintensity for 3 veins (50%), mixed intensity for 1 vein (16.7%), 

hypointensity for 0 veins (0%), and no visualization for 2 veins (33.3%). When the flow 

speed of the draining vein is lower, the SWI-mag seems to have merit as it depicts the 

vein as hyperintensity while TOF does not depict the vein as hyperintensity. 
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